Components can be reused as your personal customized KNIME nodes or they can also be shared with others via KNIME Hub and KNIME Server.

To share a component choose the destination for the shared component in the window that opens. Now the component is shared and it can be edited in its new location. A green arrow appears on top of the link. The component is shared to the KNIME Hub. The link can be of different type. The selected component is visible to external users.

Save... Create a file and upload your component to KNIME Hub. It is now made available for other KNIME users to download and reuse.

Revert... Changes you made after the last save will be lost.

The user of the shared component can edit its new location on the KNIME Explorer. After editing, KNIME can update the shared component instances in other workflows. If you are using someone else’s shared component you can still edit it, but first you need to break the link. Note that then you won’t be able to get updates anymore.

Component builders can optionally implement component functionalities through coding. KNIME supports a number of coding options as well as ways to link components with other components.

Offers a code editor for JavaScript to implement a custom view. Optionally feed in data to visualize it based on your implementation. The node offers checkboxes for a few dependencies (e.g., D3.js), as well as a CSS editor.

Offers an editor for your Python to process any number and types of inputs into outputs. The node offers a code editor for your Python code. The node is sharable on the node settings and/or in KNIME Preferences. More specifically, the shared and linked components can be from the KNIME Interactive R Statistics Integration.

Fails on purpose when a certain condition is met. A custom message appears on the node and on the outside of the component. Use it to test if the component fail on purpose.

Offers a code editor for Java to implement a custom view. Optionally feed in data to visualize it based on your implementation. The node offers checkboxes for a few dependencies (e.g., D3.js), as well as a CSS editor.

Component can be used downstream of the component as well as in any other workflow you have set up.

When you drag and drop a node into a canvas, a separate window that opens. You can edit the node name, replace the placeholder image, add a custom image, copy and paste from the Windows clipboard, create a link to the KNIME Hub page, and add notes for future reference.

Component can be used downstream of the component as well as in any other workflow you have set up.
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Extend your KNIME knowledge with our collection of books from KNIME Press. For beginner and advanced users, through to those interested in specialty topics such as topic detection, data blending, and classic solutions to common use cases using KNIME Analytics Platform - there's something for everyone. Available for download at www.knime.com/knimepress.
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